MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET FOR ALCOHOL PREP PADS & SWAB STICKS

Textilease Medique
900 Lively Blvd
Wood Dale, IL 60191

REVISION DATE: 11/00

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
PRODUCT/TRADE NAME: ALCOHOL PREP/SWAB - B05507, B15901, B0550X, B33901, B33905, B33973, B60301, B60307, C29600, C69900, S84925, S81630, B05505EX, B24199, B3390V, B33902, B33907, B33966, B60305, B60389, C29695, S84925, S84970

HAZARD RATING (NFPA)
HEALTH: 1
FLAMMABILITY: 3
REACTIVITY: 0
SPECIFIC: NONE

EMERGENCY OR INFORMATION TELEPHONE NO: 845-365-1700 (M-F DAYTIME) AT OTHER TIMES, CONTACT THE LOCAL POISON CONTROL CENTER

CHEMICAL NAME: ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

II HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS PER 29 CFR 1910.1200
Hazardous Ingredients % ACGIH TLV CAS NUMBER
2-PROPANOL 70 400 ppm 67-63-0

III-PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
COLOR/ODOR/APPEARANCE: TOWELETTE/PAD/SWAB SATURATED WITH CLEAR LIQUID WITH ALCOHOL ODOR
BOILING POINT: N/A
FLASH POINT: 78°F
VAPOR DENSITY: N/A
EVAPORATION RATE: N/A
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: COMPLETE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H₂O = 1): N/A

IV-FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
FLASH POINT (Method Used): 78°F TAG CLOSED CUP: LEL: 2.0 UEL: 12.0
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: DRY CHEMICAL OR ALCOHOL TYPE FOAM, CARBON DIOXIDE
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: HANDLE AS FLAMMABLE LIQUID. USE RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR FIRE FIGHTING PERSONNEL
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: CLASS 3 FLAMMABILITY

V-REACTIVITY DATA
STABILITY: STABLE
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE
INCOMPATIBILITY: NONE
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OF BYPRODUCT: NONE
POLYMERIZATION: WILL NOT OCCUR
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE

VI-HEALTH HAZARD DATA
EFFECTS OF OVER EXPOSURE:
SKIN: IF RASH APPEARS, DISCONTINUE USE
EYES: WILL CAUSE EYE STING IF SPLASHED
INHALATION: NONE
INGESTION: NOT A NORMAL ROUTE OF ENTRY
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES:
SKIN CONTACT: DISCONTINUE USE IF RASH OR IRRITATION OCCURS
EYE CONTACT: FLUSH WITH COLD WATER FOR 15 MINUTES
INHALATION: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR
INGESTION: INDUCE VOMITING. CALL PHYSICIAN
TARGET ORGANS: N/A

VII-SPILL AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURE
SPILL CONTROL: ELIMINATE ALL SOURCES OF IGNITION
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: FLUSH SPILLS WITH WATER. HANDLE AS FLAMMABLE LIQUID. FOLLOW LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
HANDLING AND STORAGE: STORE AWAY FROM HEAT AND SOURCES OF IGNITION

VIII-CONTROL MEASURES/PROTECTION
RESPIRATION: USE IF PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL IS EXCEEDED WHEN HANDLING BULK LIQUID
VENTILATION: RECOMMENDED
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: NONE REQUIRED
EYE PROTECTION: ONLY IF SPLASHING IS EXPECTED
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PRACTICES SHOULD BE FOLLOWED.
OTHER: DON'T ALLOW LARGE QUANTITIES OF WASTE TO ACCUMULATE

IX-TRANSPORT/SHIPPING
DOT SHIPPING NAME: CONSUMER COMMODITY
TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME: N/A
DOT SHIPPING CLASSIFICATION: "ORM-D"
DOT ID NO.: N/A
DOT LABEL REQUIREMENTS: N/A
UN/NA NUMBER REGULATIONS: N/A
REPORTABLE QUANTITY: N/A

X-DISCLAIMER
THE INFORMATION FURNISHED HEREIN IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE AND REPRESENTS THE BEST DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO US. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED IS MADE AND TEXTILEASE MEDIATE Assumes NO LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY RESULTING FROM ITS USE.